
Freshmarx Task Tracker is a cloud based, customisable digital checklist application 
for kitchen task execution and food temperature monitoring. This application 
eliminates paper logs, streamlines kitchen and checklist processes and ensures that 
food is safe for consumption. All checklist data is stored digitally and available for 
data analysis, including:

- Tasks that ensure food safety, but are not food related 

- Checking and recording temperatures on specific food items with a 
temperature probe

FRESHMARX TASK TRACKER APPLICATION

The intuitive user interface enables checklists to be created in a matter of minutes. 
Checklists can be set up for completion at a specific time of day, or on a “when-
needed” basis. Reminders are emailed when it’s time to execute the task, and  
user-entered corrective actions are required when issues are observed or 
temperatures are out of range.

FLEXIBLE TRACKING 

Checklists can be executed from an iOS, Android or Windows device.

CHECKLISTS USING TEMPERATURE PROBES

The Freshmarx Task temperature probe application can be used with Thermoworks 
BlueTherm® One or Thermapen® Blue. To use, download the Freshmarx Task 
mobile application from the Apple Store or Google Play store. The probe connects 
seamlessly via Bluetooth with any iOS or Android mobile device. All data is stored in 
the cloud and can be viewed by logging on to Freshmarx Task Tracker.
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SOLVES MULTIPLE TASK-ORIENTED CHALLENGES

- Replaces pen and paper checklists 

- Digital entry reduces chances of checklist “forgery”

- Credible detail available for health inspector review

- Secure data storage prevents loss of data

- Results analytics to track performance

- Improves operational oversight and performance of daily operations

- Enable employee accountability and clarity of task

- Checklist standardisation - one method / one checklist for all stores

- Labour savings

 - Streamlines process / improves efficiency

 - Eliminates handwriting.

ABOUT AVERY DENNISON® FRESHMARX® SOLUTIONS
Avery Dennison Freshmarx® Solutions solve food-industry challenges related to food safety, efficiency and profitability, providing 
hardware, software, labels, applications and service toward automating cooler temperature monitoring and ingredient-prep and 
prepared-food labelling, and enabling RFID inventory visibility for restaurant, grocery and convenience stores.

AVERY DENNISON® FRESHTRAX® ANALYSIS 
Freshtrax is a complimentary analysis programme where our consultants review your 
date coding operations and identify process improvements to ensure greater food safety 
for your kitchen, while also reducing costs. Our experts partner with you to examine 
each step of your everyday labelling processes and operations, and work with you to 
create a plan to:

- Ensure food labelling compliance

- Standardise and streamline processes

- Improve efficiency

To request a Freshtrax analysis and explore how Freshmarx Solutions can improve your food CONTACT US
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Freshmarx® intelligent food 
industry solutions increase 
efficiency, ensure food safety, 
save money, reduce waste 
and enhance the consumer 
experience throughout the 
food supply chain.
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